Action Cam ac200w
The HP Action Cam ac200w is for the daredevil
who needs a rugged camera to capture
extraordinary video and photos. Choose a
camera mount and position the ac200w to
record kayaking, mountain biking or a helicopter
skiing adventure. Get the shot you want using
the HP Xcam app. It previews exactly what the
camera sees using your smart phone or tablet.
It’s easy. When the camera is mounted up to
15ft away, use the wrist strap remote to take
video and pictures.
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Use the water proof wrist remote controls when the
action and conditions are extreme

Rugged construction ensures the ac200w is ready for
your adventures

The ac200w mounted on your ski helmet is taking video
when you’re struck by the beauty of the vista in front of
you. Take the picture with the RF writ strap. Amazingly, this
action doesn’t interrupt the video. The ac200w creates
comprehensive memories of your adventure. Use the wrist
remote control to take photos using burst mode, time
lapse or switch to camcorder mode. The remote’s
operating distance is 5 m or 16ft, plenty of distance for
adventurers.

Ted, a professional cyclist, discovered the ac200w to be a
dependable partner for capturing race video. In a worst
case situation the camera was brutally battered against the
bike frame during the final 20 miles of the race. After the
celebration, Ted found the camera had recorded every
frame of the race and was ready for the next shot. Evidence
the HP Action Cam is a great choice for uncompromising
conditions.

Complete camera control buttons for easy setup
Either in or out of the waterproof case it’s easy to configure
the HP Action Cam using the bright
0.83” display. Control key image
quality attributes like white balance for
lighting type, ISO equivalent, and
others from the set-up menu. Or leave
the HP ac200w in automatic mode and the camera
calibrates the settings for you. Mounting the Action Camera
is easy with the accessories in the box. Attach the ac200w

to a dive mask, bike handlebars, or apply your ingenuity
to save the adventure moment.

The 170° Ultra Wide Angle Lens captures the most
demanding moments
The 170° Ultra Wide Angel Lens captures still photos and
the high quality optics provide clear, crisp video from edge
to edge without distortion. Review your 1080p video or
photos through a Wi-Fi connection on your phone tablet or
PC. All this capability fits in your dive bag, ski bag or any
small pocket in your adventure gear.

Wi-Fi
Access to Wi-Fi increases the ac200w’s capability. With a
Wi-Fi connection you can download video and pictures to
your phone, tablet or PC.

Action Cam ac200w
SPECIFICATIONS
Display

Bright 0.83" OLED

Wireless

IEEE 802.11 b/g/n

Remote

2.4G RF Receiver

Sensor Type

5MP CMOS Sensor

Video Resolution

1920 x 1080 @30
fps

1280 x 960 @30fps

1280 x 720 @60fps

Video File Format

Movie Clip: H.264 .mp4 Audio: AAC

Effective Pixels

2592 x 1944 pixels

Photo File Format

DCF (JPEG, Exif 2.2 )

Zoom

4X wide-angle digital

Storage Media

Supports Micro SD/SDHC card class 6 compatible, up to 32GB
Note: Class 6 speed SDHC cards are required

Power

Li-ion rechargeable battery

Dimensions

59mm x 43mm x 32mm

Weight

78gms (With Battery and w/o memory card)

Warranty

One year limited hardware warranty from date of purchase

Box Contents
HP Action Cam ac200w
Waterproof housing Backdoor
Swivel T Tip
Lens Cap
Quick Start Guide
Wrist Strap Remote Control
Curved Adhesive Socket
Micro USB Cable
Secure Tether

Questions about the HP Action Cam ac200w
Look us up online at http://www.hp.com

Waterproof Case
Flat Adhesive Socket
Li-ion Battery
Anti-fog Inserts
CD-ROM
Vented Housing Backdoor
T Tip Adapter
AC Adapter
Velcro Strap
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